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I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, Section 3 b , second page, change "all presently
known populations of the Furbish lousewort are within the project area
and would be destroyed" to "Several known population of this species
are within the project area and would be destroyed."

2.

Third page, line 4 2 , typographical error: -"National Audubon Society."

3.

TABLE OF CONTENTS, p.i., Insert section: "1.05.4 Dam Safety."

4.

p.iv, add: "3.04 Reconciliation of Land Use Conflicts with the
Proposed Project."

5.

p. v i i , change "Design Memorandum No. 4 General Design " to "Design
Memorandum No. 4a General Design."

6.

LIST OF TABLES, delete:3.0-2 Project Area Without Dickey-Lincoln
School Lakes - Selected Year Projections - p . 3 - 5 .

7

PREFACE, 1st paragraph, line 8 , delete:

8.

Table 1.0-1, p. 1-2 - under Dickey Dam - Reservoir, change "Area .
86,000+ acres" to "Area ... 86,024 acres." Under Lincoln School Dam Reservoir, change "Area
2,600± acres" to "Area
2,619 acres."

9.

Section 1.02, line 1 should read: "The purpose of the proposed project 1s to utilize the upper St. John River as a source of energy
to produce electricity."

"

and marketing."

10. Section 1.02 NEED has been revised in the FEIS to reflect comments
from information presented in the DEIS.
II

Section 1.02.1 AUTHORITY has been revised in the FEIS.

12. Section 1.03.1, GENERAL, delete: "Department of the Interior" and
add: "Department of Energy."
13. Section 1.03.1, p. 1 - 3 , line 8 , after "purpose of the project."
insert the following: "Approximately $6,92.0 million of the $705.3
million construction costs, including transmission facilities, would
be recovered through the sale of project power "
14. Section 1.04, OPERATION, p. 1 - 5 , par. 3 , delete: "the quick starting,
flexible and reliable nature of a hydroelectric plant are assets to
a coordinated power system."
15. Section 1.05.2, Lincoln School Dam, p. 1 - 9 , par 3 , delete: "The overall structure would be approximately 280 feet long, 160 feet w i d e , and
150 feet high."
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16. Section 1.05.4, Dam Safety has been added to the FEIS to reflect
comments on information presented in the DEIS.
17. Section 1.06, Construction Activities, add the following:
"Construction of substations require 6 to 12 months. The Installation
of equipment, final electrical connections, testing and energyzing
of the equipment would require additional time."
18. Section 1.08.3.3, Methods of Disposal, add the following: "Burning
the debris using confined or unconfined buring techniques."
19. Information on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Programs has been reflected
in the FEIS.
20. Section 1.12, p. 1-25, 2nd par , line 2 , should read:
vicinity of the nests
"

"

the

21. Section 2.03.3, p. 2 - 3 , delete the last sentence in its entirety and
substitute the following: "Subsurface investigations indicate deposits
of medium compact to compact fine sediments over 200 feet thick
containing strata of medium compact to compact glacial till. Underlying the sediments is a compact to very compact glacial till blanket
which directly overlies the bedrock surface."
22. Par 1 in Section 2.03, insert the following: "Detailed geological
information for the proposed project may be found in Appendix A ,
Geology and Seismology, CE, 1977 and Appendix F , Geotechnical
Impact Study. DOE, 1978.
23. Section 2.03.4, p . 2-5, footnote # 5 , last sentence should read
"Bulletin No. 3 0 , 1935."
24.

Section 2.11.2.1 - Tributaries, Add the following paragraph:
"There is a rich and varied aquatic faunal community within the
streams, rivers and ponds of the area. This was indicated by a survey of 18 stations within the proposed project site. A detailed
report of this survey is found in the Supplement to Appendix E
(CE, 1978).

25. Section 2.12.3 - Wildlife, insert the following on top of page 2-54
in the DEIS: "In addition to the deer and moose the reservoir area
provides adequate habitat for nine species of bats, seven species of
shrews, two species of moles, eighteen species of rodents (including
the beaver) and one species of rabbit."
26. Section 2.12.4, Rare and Endangered Species, has been revised in the
FEIS.
27

Section 2.13, line 3 , after "
United States." insert the following:
". .
and is presently being considered for inclusion in the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers Systems."
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28. Section 2.13, p . 2 - 6 1 , 6th par.,line 4 should read:
study or photography."

"

nature

29. Add the following to the end of Section 2.13: "Hunting is the most
important recreational activity in the project area. Non-residents
accounted for 59% of the hunters. Although it is the most
important recreational activity, hunting pressure is light when
compared to the rest of the state."
3 0 . Table 2.16-1 has been revised and included in the FEIS.
31. Section

3.02, 2nd par., line 5 , change "Table 3.0-2" to "Table

3 2 . Page 3 - 2 , par. 1 , insert the following: "69% of Aroostook County's
land is under LURC's control, including the area of the DickeyLincoln site."
33. Page 3 - 5 , delete Table 3.0-2.
34. Section 3.03, par. 3 , line 4 , change "Approximately 30,000 acres
to "Approximately 39,000 acres
"
35. Section 3.04 "Reconciliation of Land Use Conflicts with the Proposed
Project" has been Included in the FEIS.
36. Section 4 . 0 5 , line 4 should read

"

limnology (science of freshwater)

3 7 . Section 4.07 1.1, p . 4 - 1 3 , lines 11 and 12 should be changed to read:
"It 1s further estimated that 350-550 secondary and tertiary jobs
would be generated as a result of the project during years 4-7
but would be seasonal,"
38. Section 4.09 has been revised in the FEIS to reflect comments on
the DEIS.
3 9 . Section 4.10.3, par. 5 , line 2 , after "perish." insert the following:
"(Appendix F , C E , 1977, sections 4 and 5)."
4 0 . Section 4 . 1 1 , Recreation has been revised in the final EIS,
including Table 4.11-1
4 1 . p. 4 - 4 4 , par. 2 , line 8 should read "
4 2 . Section 4 . 1 4 , p . 4 - 4 6 , delete par

use of that impoundment."

3.

4 3 . Section 5.02, p. 5 - 2 , par 3 , should read: "Whitewater canoeing
would be eliminated and replaced by flatwater boating. The project
would inundate the prime stretch of river for canoeing. The freeflowing Upper St. John River would be eliminated as a unique and
Irreplaceable recreation resource. Both above
"

3

4 4 . p. 5-3, par. 2 , line 5 change "from the project site" to "from the
St. John Valley."
45. Section 5.03, p. 5-5 of the FEIS reflects the revision in net loss
of annual growth of timber of that reported in the DEIS.
46. Section 6.00 has been revised in the Final EIS to reflect comments
from information presented in the DEIS.
47

Figure 6.03-1, change "Recommended Recreation Plan" to "Alternative
Recreation Plan."

48. Section 6.01.3.10 Transmission Facilities for Alternatives has been
incorporated into the FEIS.
49. Section 7.02, add the following after the 3rd paragraph: "The unique
and irreplaceable nature of the Upper St. John River as a recreation
resource would, however, be lost should the proposed impoundment be
created. Loss of whitewater canoeing cannot be mitigated since it
must consist of increased access and preservation of this use elsewhere, or 1t amounts to a new loss."
50. Section 7.02, par
51

2 , line 6 , after "downstream" add "in Canada."

p. 8 - 1 , par- 1, add the following to the last sentence: "
and 30 lakes and ponds would be lost along with the unique and irreplaceable recreation resources of the Upper St. John River "

52. p . 8 - 1 , par 3 , last 2 lines should read: "(approximately 1.2
million barrels) and of the $705.3 million required to construct the
project, including the transmission facilities ($13.7 million) would
be irretrievably committed to the project."
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APPENDIX C
1.

Page 2 - 9 , Table 2.1-1, under Positive Impacts, last line, delete:
"temporary."

2.

Page 3 - 1 3 , 1st paragraph, line 8 , "
independence and nonadherence
to authority
" should be changed to read "
resistance tc
outside authority.
"

3.

Page 5-4, 3rd paragraph, line 7 , should be changed to read "
average out over the peak year to 500-600 secondary and tertiary
jobs,

4.

Page 5-49, 2nd paragraph, line one should read "The 1900 jobs

5.

Page 5-50, 5th paragraph, lines 9 & 10 should read: "
an additional 350-550 secondary markets during years 4-7 "
footnote #1

6.

Exhibit k , p. k - 9 , strike "Town Manager" from line 1.

7-

The following pages are a revision of Sections 5.2.1.6, 5.2.1.7, and
5.2.1.8:

5

to create
Delete

5.2.1.6 Labor Demand and Supply of the Dickey-Lincoln Project
Labor Demands, The labor skill demands for Dickey-Lincoln and their
wages are detailed 1n Table 5.2-3.
It is important for our purposes to determine the Impact of the
increase in demand for labor upon the Immediate Impact Area (Fort KentAll agash) and Aroostook County labor markets. Contractors and union
officials were contacted in order to accomplish this task.
Labor Supply. Available labcr supply for the Dickey-Lincoln project
was reviewed by first interviewing five major Maine contractors. In
general, these contractors expressed the following views:
(a)

Workers would be hired according to experience (those with more
experience would be hired first). Contractors felt that experienced
skilled labor would migrate to the area and be hired first.
Most of the unskilled labor, on the other hand, would come
from both the Fort Kent-Allagash area and Aroostook County.

(b)

The Davis-Bacon Act requires that wages paid workers on the
Dickey-Lincoln project be not less than wages paid on other
federal projects in Aroostook County. Contractors felt that
these relatively high wages would attract workers from all over
Maine and New England.

(c)

During the winter months all idle labor would be laid off
Several contractors suggested that, should the winter be milder
than normal, it 1s likely that many would remain 1n the area
since the period of layoff might be shorter

(d)

Most contractors suggested that since the project area is
isolated and has little housing vacancy, most construction
workers moving into the area would bring their own trailers
and mobile homes.

(e)

Contractors suggested that an average of 16 percent of workers
coming from outside the area would bring their families. This
would depend upon the age of the work force, since many of the
more skilled workers are older with children who have completed
their schooling.

The Maine Employment Security Commission gathered data on employment
by occupation and county for March of 1975 through their Occupational
Statistics Program. This survey profiles the various labor skills of
Aroostook County a n d , combined with information gathered from union
officials, helps to identify how many workers would be available to work
on the Dickey-Lincoln project. Information from the Employment Security
Commission bi ases downward the actual number of workers available, since
industries not included involve agriculture, forestry and fishing,
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Table 5.2-3
ONSITE LABOR ESTIMATES
OCTOBER 1976 PRICE LEVELS
Trade
Asbestos Workers

Reg. Time
Prem. Time
Average
% of Total
Hourly Rate!' Hourly Rate!/ Hourly Ratel/
Labori/

(1,000)
Manhoursi/

Payrol1

11.25

22.50

14.06

0.1

12

Carpenters

8.15

16.30

10.19

4.5

527

5,370,000

Cement Finishers

8.75

17.50

10.94

0.5

58

630,000

Electricians

9.45

14.20

10.63

5.3

620

6,590,000

Iron Workers

9.10

18.20

11.38

4.3

504

5,740,000

Millwrights & Riggers

8.60

17.20

10.75

1.2

140

1,510,000

20.70 Ave

12.94

33.6

3,935

50,920,000

Operating Engineers

10.35 Ave

$

170,000

Teamsters

6.15

12.30

7.69

17.7

2,073

15,940,000

Pipefitters

9.00

18.00

11.25

1.5

176

1,980,000

Plumbers

9.00

18.00

11.25

0.2

23

260,000

Painters

6.30

9.45

7.09

0.4

47

330,000

Sheet Metals Workers

7.70

11.55

8.66

0.1

12

100,000

Welders

9.00

18.00

11.25

0.4

47

530,000

Laborers

5.70

8.55

6.41

21.4

2,506

16,060,000

Misc. Non-Manual

8.75 Ave

10.43

8.8

1,030

10,740,000

100.0%

11,710

$116,870,000

15.50 Ave

FOOTNOTES
1.

Wage rates are based on Stone & Webster's "LABOR RATE SURVEY"
The
rates were taken from the "Base Rate" column and updated according
to rate increases shown in "Remarks" column. Where these increases
do not extend through October 1976, ENR indexes were applied. Page
82 of the 23 December 1976 ENR gives a 6.1% wage rate Increase for
the year ending 1 October 1976. Also states that 1975 Increase was
8.3%.

2.

It is assumed that 75% of the time will be Regular Hourly Rates and
that 25% will be Premium Rates. On this basis, an average equivalent
rate was determined. Multiplying these rates by the manhours of
work for each trade gives the Estimated Labor Force payroll
These
estimates do not include fringe benefits, travel, or any compensation
other than hourly pay.

The above method gives a total payroll of $103,310,000. This is
based on cost of living Increases of previous estimates. It does not take
any design changes into account.
3.

October 1975 estimated 10,350,000 manhours of labor would be required
for construction.

The Total Direct Construction Cost of the project was estimated at
that time to be $393,570,000.
This indicates approximately $38.03 of construction cost would
generate 1 manhour of work.
The Post Authorization Change Report indicates that refinements in
design increased the Direct Construction Cost by $51,730,000.
Therefore, these design changes would result in an increase of
approximately 1,360,000 manhours of labor for a total of 11,710,000.
4.

It is assumed that this labor will be distributed among the trades
at approximately the same percentages as the October 1975 estimate.

ordnance manufacturing, regulated industries, health services, educational
services, and state and local government. This downward bias is rather
significant. The March 1975 "Estimated Nonfarm Wage and Salary Employment
by Occupation and by County for Industries" surveyed in the Occupational
Employment Statistics Program reported a total of 223,500 persons
employed, whereas the Maine State Development office reported in Facts
About Industrial Maine that resident employment was 391,100 with an
additional 40,400 people listed as unemployed. Thus employment reported
under the Occupational Statistics Program represented only 52% of the
total civilian labor force at the time.
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The information presented in the Occupational Statistics program
was assumed to be applicable for the more specialized occupations i.e. asbestos workers, ironworkers, while for other occupations - i.e.
carpenters, electricians, more workers were estimated to be available
then were listed.
5.2.1.7 Labor Market Impact of Dickey-Lincoln
General. In the following pages a labor market analysis has been
conducted of the impact of Dickey-Lincoln, including number of workers
needed at the peak of Dickey-Lincoln, the number of workers (unionized
and nonunionized) available in Aroostook County and Maine, and finally
where workers would likely come from during the construction period.
Table 5.2-4 indicates in summary form the data base used for determining the number of people required during the construction peak of
Dickey-Lincoln. The Corps of Engineers provided the total number of
manhours necessary for each skill as identified in the table. Combining
these figures, seasonal manpower loading figures, and the actual tasks to
be completed during construction, the number of men needed during each
year and season of construction has been projected. This methodology
and the assumptions are basically an extension of those used by the Corps
of Engineers.1 The methodology can be summarized as follows:
From the number of hours allocated to each skill we determined
the number of man-years needed for the job. Next by examining
the allocation of the labor force according to task we determined the number of years required to complete the necessary
construction. These results allowed us to determine the number
of men needed each year in the various skill categories. The
Corps of Engineers figures suggest that approximately 85 percent
of the total annual work done would be completed during the
summer season. In general, we assumed that 85 percent of the labor
employed in each skill would be winter season. Finally, the
average summer and winter season work force were aggregated.

1 Labor force needed for the Dickey-Lincoln construction period is based
upon the following methodology and assumptions:
Methodology - The updated estimate prepared by Stone & Webster
Engineering dated January 1975 was used as the basis for manhour
requirements. The crew mannings established by S&W allocated the labor
trades for the various work operations. Using these crew manning
schedules, the manhours and trades were allocated to project work features.
The project construction network analysis showing the sequence and duration of the construction activities was then used to distribute the
manhours necessary to accomplish the various project features over the
total project construction period. The summation of labor force requirements occurring simultaneously determined the periodic total on-site
labor force.
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Table 5.2-4
NUMBER OF WORKERS NEEDED
DURING CONSTRUCTION OF DICKEY-LINCOLN

Total
Manhours

(000's)

A s b e s t o s Workers
Carpenters
M i l l w r i g h t s & Riggers
C e m e n t Finishers
Electricians
Iron Workers
Operating Engineers
Teamsters
Pipefitters
PI umbers
Painters
Sheetmetal
Welders
Laborers
M i s c . - Nonmanual

12
463

120

50
550
448
3,481
1,833
152
20
40
12
43

2,216
910

Summer
Men(#)

Winter
Men(#)

Years on
Job

7
273
71
30
325
264
2,055

2
72
19

3
5
5
4
4
5
6
6
4
4
3

1,082
90

12

24
7
25
1,308
743

8
86
70
545
286
24
3
6
2
7
346
142

2
55
14
10

81
53
343

180
23
3

8

2

4
5

5
6
5
AVG.

Source:

Winter
Total Summer+
Summer
Season(#) Season(#) Winter Men(#)

1

9
345
90
38
411
334

14
4
22
14
91
48
6

1

2

1
1

218

58

149
1,146

28

2,600
1,368
114
15
30
9
32
1,654
885

293

U . S . Army Corps of E n g i n e e r s , Table prepared by the Edward C. Jordan C o . , Inc.

Years 4-7

86%

Years
1-3 + 8

8

1

297
77
33
353
287
2,236
1,176
98
13
26

42
13
5
58
47
364
192
16
2
4

8
28
1,422
761

1

4
232
124

A v e . Years
4-7
2
74
19

8
88
72
559
294
25
3
7
2
7
356
190
1,706

A v e . Years
1-3 + 8

1
11
3
1
15
12
91
48
4
1
1
0
1
58
31
278

Assumptions - During Construction Season (May - October)
10 hours/day - 6 days/week
2 shifts/day for Dickey Dam Embankment
During Off-Season (November - April)
8 hours/day - 5 days/week
The supply of labor available in the Immediate Impact Area and
Aroostook County has been obtained from the survey of labor union
representatives and contractors. Results of the labor market analysis
(comparing available supply and demand) are outlined in Table 5.2-6.
Col umn 1 in the table identifies the number of persons needed at the
peak of construction in each particular skill
Column 2 and 3 indicated the number of employed persons in each
skill classification in Aroostook County and in Maine, respectively, as
identified by the Employment Security Commission's 1975 survey mentioned
in preceding paragraphs.
Column 4 and 5 indicate the number of unionized workers in Aroostook
County and in Maine. This information came from data gathered during
the interviews with the various unions that would be involved in the
project.
Column 6-9 are based upon the following major assumptions:
(a)

Dickey-Lincoln is being built
competing projects (e.g. mill
refineries). Further, it was
of contract construction will
not increase as rapidly as it
1970's.

today and there are no large
expansion, power plants, or oil
assumed that the general level
remain high in Maine, but will
did during the early and mid-

(b)

Major skilled oportunities will be filled by experienced,
unionized personnel unless otherwise specified.

(c)

The number of workers available in each skill classification
will be equal to the sum of: (1) the number unemployed and
looking for work; (2) the number of employed in areas not
utilizing their skills fully; and (3) the number that will
change their jcbs for the higher pay offered on the DickeyLincoln School Lakes Project. Unemployment for Aroostook County
averaged 9.5 percent between 1970-1976, whereas that for the
state average 7.3 percent.

The number of workers available in categories (2) and (3) was estimated taking into consideration possible available labor supply from
unlisted Occupational Survey Program information. It was assumed that
transfers could be substantial in many occupations due to the high wages
that would be paid on Dickey-Lincoln.
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Table 5.2-6
LABOR MARKET IMPACT OF DICKEY-LINCOLN

Needed for
Dickey-Lincoln
1
Peak
Asbestos Workers
Carpenters

Cement

Employed Workers
Identified in the
Occupational Statistics Program
Aroostook Cty
In Maine
DOT Code
DOT Code

2

3

84

264

Finishers

Unionized
Aroostook

61
3509
bricklayers

Unionized
in Maine

From Local
Area- F t . Kent
10 Mi- . Radius

From
Aroostook
County

From Rest
of State
of Maine

40

0

1

1

45

1300
include bricklayers

0

45

39

0

(480)

9

8

141

12

450

0

2

7

Electricians

99

116

1706

23

240 local

0

24

75

Iron W o r k e r s

81

9

225

22

250

2

4

75

M i l l w r i g h t s & Riggers

22

66

1022

0

8

14

632

91

1177

450

0

57

248

333

342

3640

1700

10

90

233

124

1756

12

600

0

12

20

Operating

Engineers

Teamsters

Pipefitters

Under Carpenters
70
12
F t . Kent

From Outside of
Maine

327

29

Plumbers

3

Painters

8

74

679

15

300

0

8

Sheet Metal Workers

2

21

877

0

95

0

2

Welders

8

28

1368

0

4

97

306

14

70

90

41

6

7

8

9

Laborers

403

M i s c . Nonmanual

215

Column Number
(see textual reference)
Source:

1

1016

2

Included
union workers
Ft. Kent

12185

0

3

4

Union Survey, Edward C . Jordan C o . , Inc., and the A m y

Corps of

estimate
350 on
Local

5

Engineers

*The peak work force in Table 5.2-4 was revised to rpflect the increase in total m a n h o u r s discussed in
footnote 3 to Table 5.2-3. This was done hv incroasinn the peak work force in each skill classification
by the same percentage that nanhours in each skill classification increased.
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Based upon these assumptions and judgements made due to limited
information, the following paragraphs summarize Information on labor
market conditions as identified in columns 6-9 in Table 5.2-6.
(a)

Twenty-five percent of both unionized and nonunlonized asbestos
workers are presently looking for work. As a result one
worker would come from Aroostook County and one from elsewhere
in the state, thereby satisfying the needs of D1ckey-L1ncoln.

(b)

It is assumed that significant numbers of carpenters are
employed 1n industrial classifications excluded from the
Occupational Statistics Program. Based upon this and an
assumption that the unemployment rate amongst carpenters
is at the same level as is generally experienced, thirty
carpenters could come from Aroostook County. Additionally, it
is assumed that fifteen carpenters would change jobs to work
on Dickey-Lincoln. The remaining carpenters would come from
the rest of Maine.

(c)

Assuming that cement finishers experience the general level of
unemployment one cement finisher would be hired from Aroostook
County. One additional
cement finisher could be assumed to
r
change jobs to wor < on Dickey-Lincoln. The remainder would
come from the rest of Maine.

(d)

It is assumed that the Occupational Statistics Program understates the number of electricians employed in Aroostook County
and Maine. It is estimated that the unemployment rate amongst
electricians is at the average level of unemployment. Based
upon this it is estimated that fifteen electricians would come
from the ranks of the unemployed in Aroostook County. In
addition, it is estimated that nine electricians would change
jobs to work on Dickey-Lincoln. The remainder would come from
Maine.

(e)

Assuming that ironworkers suffer the same unemployment levels
as the rest of the population, two would be employed from Fort
Kent and one from Aroostook County. Additionally it is assumed
that three ironworkers in Aroostook County would change jobs to
work on Dickey-Lincoln. The remaining iron workers needed
would core from Maine.

(f)

Millwrights and riggers are assumed to suffer the same unemployment levels as other workers on the state level. Five would
likely be employed from Aroostook County, and an additional
three workers would be employed after switching jobs. The
remainder would come from the rest of Maine.

(g)

Unemployment of operating engineers is assumed to be two percent
lower than the overall average, based on discussion with union
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officials. As a result seven would be employed from Aroostook
County, and ninety-eight from the rest of the state. An additional fifty workers are assumed to come from job changes
and industries excluded from the Occupational Statistics
Program on the County level, while an additional one hundred
and fifty operating engineers would be available from the rest
of Maine.
It is assumed that the Occupational Statistics Program's
information understates available Teamsters. It is estimated
that the unemployment rate amongst Teamsters is at the average
level. Thus fifty people would come from the ranks of the
unemployed and additionally fifty people would change jobs to
work on Dickey-Lincoln 1n Aroostook County. Ten of these would
be from the local area. The remainder would come from the rest
of Maine.
Unemployment of plumbers and pipefitters is assumed to be at
the general levels. As a result eight men would be employed
in this skill from Aroostook County and an additional four
would be employed after changing jobs. The remaining twenty
would come from Maine.
It is assumed that all painters would come from Aroostook
County. Five of these would be from the ranks of the unemployment
and three would come from job changes.
Unemployment of sheetmetal workers is assumed to be the same
as those on the state level. As a result, at the peak of construction one worker would be hired from Aroostook County and
one would change jobs to work on Dickey-Lincoln.
Welders are assumed to suffer the same unemployment levels as
individuals in the rest of the state. As a result, two persons
would be hired from Aroostook County and two would change jobs
and work on Dickey-Lincoln. The remainder of the needed welders
would come from the rest of Maine.
In January, 1976, there were 255 unemployed in the Fort Kent
area. Thirty-eight percent of these were unskilled and available for work. Thus, 97 workers in the unskilled labor category would come from the Fort Kent area.
(i.e. Labor force for Fort Kent = 3930 x .65 = 255
75/203 - 38 percent unskilled according to
survey by Employment Security .38 x 255 = 9 7 ,
assumes approximately 55% of unemployed are
able to find work)
The remaining unskilled workers will come from Aroostook County,
since those classified as unskilled and unemployed comprise a
larger number of people than jobs available.
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(n)

It is assumed that the distribution of misc. non-manual
workers would be the same as for the overall construction work
force.
In sum, at the peak of construction 6 percent of the total labor
force (123 workers) is expected to be hired from the Fort Kent area.
This is approximately 3 percent of the town's labor force. Six
hundred and thirty-three workers or 33 percent of the total
project labor force are expected to be hired from Aroostook
County (representing approximately 2 percent of the total county
labor force). Another 42 percent of the required labor force
would come from the rest of Maine, and 19 percent from out-ofstate.

5.2.1.8

Labor Market Impact of Dickey-Lincoln - Detailed

Opportunities for Training - Unionization and training varies most
significantly across skills. In general, the largest differences are noted
for the skilled vs. unskilled occupations.
Approximately 21 percent of the work done on the project during the
construction phase will be accomplished by unskilled labor
Much of the
training for these occupations occurs on the job and requires little in
the way of a formalized program. Contractors will incur few costs related to training this skill compared to others. Unskilled workers who
spend at least 7 days on the job will have the opportunity to join the
Hod Carriers Union, which represents the majority of unskilled labor
The remaining 79 percent of the manual jobs involve skilled work for
which both the levels of unionization are greater
Table 5.2-7 outlines
the level of unionization in each skill category and the length of the
training period or apprenticeship program. Thirty percent of the skilled
jobs (involving carpentry, truck driving, painting, and a variety of
miscellaneous activities) can be learned through some type of on-the-job
training. The remainder will involve lengthy apprenticeship programs,
openings which depend upon overall economic and market forces of which
the promise of Dickey-Lincoln opportunities is only a small part. As a
result, those who presently have the required skills will receive the
largest percentage of this work on Dickey-Lincoln.

TABLE 5.2-7
TRAINING PERIODS
FOR REQUIRED LABOR SKILLS
Length of
Training Program
Asbestos Workers
Carpenters-Millwrights
and Riggers

5 yr

apprenticeship program

.25 years
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Length of
Training Program
Cement Finishers
Electricians
Iron Workers & Welders
Operating Engineers
Teamsters (Truck Drivers)
Plumbers & Pipefitters
Painters
Sheet Metal Workers
Laborers

3 y r . apprenticeship
4 yr apprenticeship
5 yr apprenticeship
4 yr apprenticeship
.19 years
5 y r . apprenticeship
.02 years
5 years
12 years

program
program
program
program
program

Labor Skill Immigration and Labor Market Tightness - Labor skill
immigration into Aroostook County will likely be significant. As noted
earlier, 39 percent of all labor, skilled and unskilled, will come from
the area. The remaining 61 percent will come from other parts of Maine
and outside the state. The Influx of skilled labor into this labor
market for a 5-8 year period will have both positive and negative
economic effects. Some of these, involving secondary or spin-off economic
effects, are noted elsewhere in this assessment. This analysis focuses
upon direct labor market impacts. On the positive side, a temporary
increase in skill level or work done in the area will likely induce new
skilled activity in the service industry. In addition, it may induce
the learning of ancillary skills which could ultimately be used to attract
new long-term economic activity once Dickey-Lincoln construction is completed. In addition, the influx of workers and the associated labor
mobility will likely induce higher turnover rates given the same labor
market tightness (or overall unemployment levels). Should the labor market actually tighten in certain skill classifications (e.g. general
unskilled manual labor), this will provide additional fuel for labor
market imbalance.
Confuting Patterns - Dickey-Lincoln construction scheduling and
work shift relationships will induce certain changes in commuting
patterns. Labor immigration during a 5-8 year period will call for a
variety of housing, which because of its temporary nature will encourage
changes in commuting patterns. Increased highway traffic out of Aroostook
County toward the southern region is likely to occur on weekends and
breaks in the work schedule. These impacts upon commuting patterns have
been discussed in detail elsewhere - e.g., in the municipal impact and
transportation sections. The direct effects of commuting patterns upon
the labor market and vice-versa are limited and not significant.
Unemployment - Unskilled workers who are unemployed will certainly
have an opportunity to compete for and secure some of these jobs. Since
competition will be stiff, as these jobs will pay relatively high wages,
those most experienced (and presently employed) will have the best edge
in securing them. Unemployed workers may be hired to fill the slots of
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those who are currently employed but seek Dickey-Lincoln jobs. These
jobs could, in some instances, be more permanent in nature than those
offered by the project. A limited number of unemployed workers may
migrate to Aroostook County in search of a job on D1ckey-L1ncoln. This
number is apt to be small since the project area is remote and there are
many intervening opportunities for jobs toward which those unemployed
might gravitate before seeking work 1n the Aroostook County area.
The 1930 jobs offered at the peak of Dickey-Lincoln represent 5.5
percent of the total Aroostook County labor market opportunity as
represented by those presently employed (approximately 35,000 persons)
Since 39 percent of these will likely be filled by people in the county,
the unemployment level might be reduced b y , at the most 2 percentage
points, or a reduction of 15 to 20 percent in the unemployment levels.
This will occur only at the peak years of construction. In the Fort
Kent-Allagash area the impact upon those who are presently unemployed
will likely be more significant. This is because 40 percent of the
total jobs offered at the peak of construction represents 19 percent of
the total labor market opportunity of the area. Were those presently
unemployed in structural and miscellaneous work in the Fort Kent area to
be employed on Dickey-Lincoln, unemployment would be reduced from 12
percent to 9 percent, a reduction of between 20-25 percent.'
Secondary jobs (discussed below) may also reduce unemployment
levels during peak years of construction.
The total effect of Dickey-Lincoln upon unemployment levels will
increase with increasing proximity to the project site (e.g. MaineAroostook County - Fort Kent-Allagash). It will not solve the unemployment problems of the area. In fact, results indicate that in similar
economic situations unemployment has usually
not declined and in some
2
cases actually risen in the target a r e a . This occurs when people come
into the area anticipating work but do not secure a job immediately.
As previously noted this should not be a problem due to Dickey-Lincoln's
remoteness. The seasonality of construction may at times increase the
unemployment rate.

V o r t Kent-Allagash Labor Market Facts Feb. 1976Labor Force
- 3930
Unemployment
- 12? (470 persons)
Unemployed Unskilled Workers - 107 (misc. structural work)

2

ex. 107
m

persons
persons

Source:

Employment Security Commission, Presque Isle.
Calculations by Consultant, E.C. Jordan C o . , Inc.

=

2 3 %

l a b o r

f o r c e

J o b Impact of Corps Construction, American Rivers, Feb. 1975
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Seasonal Patterns - The Aroostook County labor market has historically
suffered significant seasonal shifts which have been Identified 1n earlier
pages. In the following paragraph these existing seasonal patterns are
considered in light of the seasonal work patterns generated by DickeyLincoln. At the peak of construction nearly 40 percent of approximately
1930 jobs may be filled by people in the county. These jobs will have
a seasonal impact upon the labor market.
Over the short term, the seasonal impacts generated by Dickey-Lincoln
may magnify many of the present fluctuations. Since construction activity
will begin building up in May (at the same time the food processing industry
begins seasonally laying people o f f ) , it appears on the surface that the
two might help smooth seasonal fluctuation. However, the staffing and
skills required for each activity are not at all similar
Although the construction of Dickey-Lincoln may magnify seasonal
fluctuation in the labor market of Aroostook County over the short term,
it 1s not anticipated to have any lasting long-term Impact.
Secondary Jobs - There are a variety of employment and income
multipliers that might be calculated from the data related to the
construction of Dickey-Lincoln. Since the focus of this section is the
labor market, employment multipliers are the most appropriate for this
discussion. These multipliers generally help to describe a relationship
between export based on export Income jobs and secondary jobs created
by the former
For example, a construction worker is paid with income
(federal dollars) from outside the impact area - a direct import. He
buys goods and services (e.g. automobiles and haircuts) in the a r e a ,
thereby inducing secondary job expansion.
In general, the more isolated the economic area the larger the
secondary impact and multiplier reactions. All other things being equal,
in earlier pages of this section we have identified a basic: non-basic
employment ratio of 10:5.5 (or a multiplier of 1.55). T h u s , for every
ten direct construction jobs (regardless of who secures them) there will
be 5.5 secondary or tertiary jobs created in the local economy. These
multipliers are related to average, rather than peak employment levels.
Thus, Dickey-Lincoln might be expected to create an additional 500-600
jobs in secondary markets J

1

Seasonal peak in labor force 1930 persons, averaging over the 8-year
period - 900-1100, multiplier - 1.6, secondary jobs created - 500-600.
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These jobs may be temporary in nature but can certainly be expected
to have an influence upon the labor market. The composition of the
demands generated by these secondary workers will determine where and
what kind of secondary jobs are created. Major items such as automobiles
and appliances may be purchased elsewhere, while eating and drinking
establishments may thrive in the Impact area.
Secondary employment effects acted upon the various multipliers
will certainly generate substantial short-run job opportunities in the
various retail sales and service sectors. Development such as this will
lower unemployment in Aroostook County and the Immediate Impact Area and
encourage entrepreneurship in the affected sectors.! Certain activities
that offer a quality product during this period m i g h t , in their own
w a y , attract a market to fill the gap created by the completion of
construction of Dickey-Lincoln.
In s u m , secondary jobs will be created in sizeable numbers. To the
extent they are seasonal, they may magnify problems of labor market
tightness during the various peaks and increase unemployment on the
other side of the scale.
Wage Differentials - Wage level impacts may be the most significant
labor market impact of construction of Dickey-Lincoln. The wages paid
to labor working on the project will be considerably higher than typical
wages for comparable skilled work in the Immediate Impact Area. As a
result there is likely to be increased labor turnover, and induced job
shifts. The average /roostook County wage paid for skills comparable to
those offered in connection with the construction of Dickey-Lincoln was
$3.39 per hour
in April 1976, as reported by the Employment Security
2
Commission.
The magnitude of the general level of wages was confirmed
by primary research and interviews conducted during this study. Construction wages'paid for Dickey-Lincoln work will average $8.00 per hour
in 1976 dollars - a 136 percent increase over the existing general wage
level. Wages paid on a federally funded project such as Dickey-Lincoln
must be not less than federal wages paid in the area in like occupations
and jobs according to the various provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act 1965.
The unskilled wage for Dickey is projected to be $5.00 per hour which
is significantly above Aroostook's average wage and wages paid for other
skills in the county.

b e c a u s e of the unemployment levels identified earlier for Aroostook
County and the Madawaska-Ft. Kent areas, many of the secondary jobs
could come from these areas.
2

D e p a r t m e n t of Manpower Affairs, Job Opportunities, April 1976, p. 36.
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This wage differential will have a significant influence upon job
mobility in the area. At present the area labor markets undergo seasonal
turnover patterns; however, there is limited movement due to wage
differentials. Studies have indicated that some workers will shift to
alternative jobs offering as little
an Increase as 25<t per hour, or
3
10 to 15 percent of total w a g e . Assuming monetary difference as the
sole motivator, this suggests that turnover levels might increase by
several times their present levels. The impact on job mobility is
further enhanced by the observation that approximately 24 percent of
the local area people expressed interest in obtaining a job on the
Dickey-Lincoln project.^

3

Pynamics of the Machine Tool and Bank Industry - A Computer Simulation,
Robert K. Jordan, Clark University. 1972.

^Results of Social Survey in Immediate Impact Area by the Edward
C. Jordan Co., Inc. in 1976. (See Exhibit B.)
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appendix f
1.

p. 8 5 , line 7 , ".
yellow birch (Betula lenta)
read: "
yellow birch (Betula lutea).

2.

page 7 4 , second complete paragraph, change the last sentence to:
"Productivity of selected avifaunal species are compared in
Table 1.3-3."

3.

page 120, last paragraph, first sentence, should be corrected to
read: "Some species, such as the whitetail d e e r , can temporarily
occupy habitat at population levels exceeding the maximum sustained
annual yield level."
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A D D E N D A AND ERRATA AS
BY THE D E P A R T M E N T

OF

PREPARED
ENERGY

P E R T A I N I N G TO T H E D R A F T

EIS

Addenda and Errata
Changes and modification of the DEIS that was issued on April, 1978
have been made through the use of addenda and errata rather than reprinting
the entire document. The following Addenda and Errata are included in
order that the reader can make the necessary changes to the DEIS. These,
along with the responses to the comments, comprise the overall changes
DOE has made in the DEIS and, as such, constitute the final report
issued by DOE.
1

Table of Contents, p. xiii: under 3.09.1 16, delete "Wilderness
Character" and add "Wildland Character "

2.

Section 1.01.3, paragraph 4 , page 1 - 3 , line 26: delete, ".
Negotiations with Canada would result in benefits that would accrue
to the project from the additional energy generated at the Canadian
projects as a result of coordinated operation. It has been estimated
that 175 GWH," and add, " . . This increased generation is estimated
at 350 GWH annually. Negotiations of a draft treaty in the mid-1960's
provided for the U.S./Canada to share equally in this increased
generation. Pending resumption of formal 11 negotiations with Canada,
it has been assumed that 1175 GWH

3.

Section 1.03.3, paragraph 18, page 1 - 1 8 , line two: 71delete, "
roads would occasionally have to be
" and a d d ,
roads
would have to be
"

4.

Section 1.03.4, table 1.03-2, page 1-19: a d d , under "NEW ACCESS
REQUIRED," after colon, for each line, in orcfer, .1/mile
.5/mile
.5/mile
.5/mile
1.0/mile
.5/mile
.5/mile
2.0/mile

5.

Section 2.01 1 , paragraph 5 , page 2 - 1 , line 28: delete, "Pleistocene
glaciers shaped the main features in the region's landscape. These
glaciers stripped away the rock mantle and early soils and left
behind till sheets of unconsolidated, unweathered rocky materials
that formed thin, infertile soils. The soils often will not support
crops." and a d d , "Pleistocene glaciers shaped the main features in
the region's" landscape. These glaciers stripped away part of the
rock mantle and early soils and left behind till sheets of unconsolidated, unweathered rocky materials from which thin and infertile
soils formed. Some may not support agriculture or conmercial forest
crops."

6.

Section 2.01.2, paragraph 7 , page 2 - 3 , line 32: delete, "
NW slope of
" and a d d , "
the SE slope oF""

7

Section 2.02.1, paragraph 2 , page 2 - 5 , line seven: delete, " . .
rock fragments called till " and add, "
rock fragments called
glacial drift."

1

the

8.

Section 2.02.1, paragraph 3 , page 2.5, line 13:
•I

delete, "

9.

Section 2.02.1, paragraph 4 , page 2 - 5 , line 19:
till, and moraines." and add, "
till "

delete,

10.

Section 2.02.1, paragraph 4 , page 2 - 5 , line 27:1
deposits, lacustrine deposits,
." and a d d ,
glacio-lacustrine deposits,
"

delete, " .
deposits.

11.

Section 2.02.1, paragraph 6 , page 2 - 5 , line 28: delete, " .
and marine sediments." and add, "
and glacio-marlne sediments."

12.

Section 2.03.2, paragraph 6 , page 2 - 1 0 , line 29: delete, "The
Stetson-Allagash-Hadley-Winooski association consists of soils
formed in floodplains and terraces. They are composed of waterdeposited sands and gravels and some silts. Soils of this association are found in most stream valleys along the route. Most of the
soils in the association are well drained. Hadley and Winooski
soils are floodplain soils found along streams and the S t . John
River
These soils have high erodibility. The well-drained Allagash
and Salmon soils and the moderately well drained Madawaska and
Nicholville soils are found on the lower terraces. These soils are
mostly sandy and generally have medium erodibility. In wetter areas
their erodibility is high. Stetson and Machias soils are found in the
higher terraces and are usually more gravelly. These soils have low
to medium erodibility" and a d d , "The Stetson-Allagash association
consists of soils formed in outwash plains and terraces. They are
composed of water-deposited sands, gravels and some silts. Soils
of this association are found in most stream valleys along the route.
Most of the soils in the association are well-drained. The welldrained Allagash and Salmon soils and the moderately well-drained
Madawaska and Nicholville soils are found in the lower terraces.
These soils are mostly sandy and generally have medium erodibility;
in wetter areas the erodibility is high. Stetson and Machias soils
are found in the higher terraces and are usually more gravelly. These
soils have low to medium erodibility."

13.

Section 2.06, paragraph 3 , page 2-31, line 33: after ". .
populations of Brook Trout." add; "and significant populations of
landlocked salmon."

14.

Section 2.07.4, table 2.07-6, page 2-47: add to the table, "probability: zero equals low, five equals high (but still very low in an
absolute sense)."

15.

Section 2.07.4, paragraph 1, page 2 - 4 8 , line three: delete; "
been officially designated (or proposed for designation) by the
" and a d d , "
been proposed for designation by the

16.

any

Section 2.08, table 2.08-2, page 2-60, line six: delete; " .
cover types (see page for exact definitions
.)." and add;
.
cover types: (see page 3 - 7 , Appendix E , for exact definitions)."
2

"
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Section 2.08.2, paragraph 18, page 2 - 6 8 , line 19:
several deer" and a d d , "seven d e e r "

18.

Section 2.08.2, paragraph 2 4 , page 2-71, line one: delet e, "A total
of eight deer wintering areas" and a d d , "A total of 17 deer wintering
areas."

19.

Section 2.08.2, paragraph 3 1 , page 2 - 7 3 , line one: delet e, "The
proposed centerllne crosses four deer wintering areas." and a d d ,
"The proposed center!ine crosses five deer wintering areas."

20.

Section 2.08.2, paragraph 3 5 , page 2 - 7 3 , line 24: delet e, "Two
deer yards
" and a d d , "Nine deer wintering areas
"

21.

Section 2.08.2, paragraph 4 1 , page 2 - 7 5 , line 11: delet e, "Six
deer wintering areas
" and a d d , "Fourteen deer wintering areas

22.

Section 2.08, table 2.08-13, page 2-78: change, for Round Whitefish,
"x" under U.S. recognition to "x" under CNA recognition; for Pine
Grosbeak, delet e, "x" under U.S. recognition; change, "Timber Wolf"
to "Eastern Timber Wolf "; chang e, "Mountain Lion" to "Eastern
Cougar"; for Northern New England Cottontail a d d , "x" under Vermont
recognition and delet e, "x" under Maine recognition.

23.

Section 2.12.2, paragraph
4 page 2-100, line seven: delete," . .
1
the St. John Rive " and the South Branch of the Penobscot River both
of which are crossed by the route and are candidates for the national
wild and scenic river system
. ." and a d d , " . . Baker Branch,
Abacotnetic Stream and the South Branch Penobscot River are crossed
by the route and are candidates for the National Wild and Scenic
River System
"

24.

Section 3.03.2, paragraph 8 , page 3 - 7 , line 12: delete, ".
erosion potential. Four
" and a d d , "
erosion potential.
One and eight tenths
"

25.

Section 3.03.4.3, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 8 , line 21: delete, "The
soil is least stable Cape Horn near Groton, New Hampshire. Other
than at Cape Horn soil stability is low to moderate." and a d d ,
"Impacts related to soil stability are low to moderate on this
segment"

26.

Section 3.07.6.3, paragraph 2 , page 3 - 3 1 , line 12: delete, ".
and a stand of naturally growing red pine along the western slope
of Cape Horn Mountain are also of special concern." and add, "
is also of special concern."

27.

Section 3.08.7, paragraph 3 , page 3 - 4 8 , line two: delete, "
pers. comm.).
" and a d d ,
pers. comm.) but basically
remain the same
"
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delete, "

28.

Section 3.08.8.1, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 5 8 , line 31: delete, "Five
deer wintering areas which include 16.3 impacted acres are located
between Dickey and Lincoln School Substations." and add, "Seven
deer wintering areas, which include 27.3 impacted acres, are located
between Dickey and Fish Rivers Substations."

29.

Section 3.08.8.1, paragraph 5 , page 3 - 5 9 , line 13: delete, "
have a high disturbance
" and add, "
have a severe
disturbance."

30.

Section 3.08.8.2, paragraph 5 , page 3 - 6 0 , line 29: delete, "Sixteen
deer wintering areas (a total of 71 acres) are impacted," and a d d ,
"Seventeen deer wintering areas (a total of 55.5 acres) are impacted."

31.

Section 3.08.8.3, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 6 2 , line 13: delete, "Sixteen
deer wintering yards are crossed on 16 acres of the segment." and
a d d , "Five deer wintering yards are crossed on 45.1 acres of the
segment."

32.

Section 3.08.8.3, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 6 2 , line 14: delete, "
one quarter mile west of Cape Horn Mountain
" and a d d , "
Southwest of Cape Horn Mountain."

33.

Section 3.08.8.4, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 6 3 , line 34: delete, "There
are deer wintering areas south of Blue Mountain in the town of
Ryegate, Vermont, and near where the route crosses the Keenan Brook
in the town of Groton, Vermont" and a d d , "Nine known or suspected
deer wintering areas are crossed on 61.1 acres of this segment."

34.

Section 3.08.8.5, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 6 5 , line seven: delete,
"Twelve deer wintering yards covering 12.8 acres are crossed" and
a d d , "Fourteen known or suspected deer wintering y a r d s , covering
160.5 acres, are crossed."

35.

Section 3.09.1.4, paragraph 2 , page 3 - 7 5 , line 35: delet e, "It is
possible that two 60-men crews would work out of the Jackman area
at one time."

36.

Section 3.09.1.5, paragraph 1 , page 3 - 7 5 , line 42: delete, ".
would be slight." and a d d , " .
would be slight overall, but
would create severe problems for Jackman's strong tourist industry
if up to two crews were to be in Jackman at the same time."

37-

Section 3.09.1.5, paragraph 4 , page 3 - 7 6 , line 16: delet e, "
in the area, but it is probable that local labor would be hired and
no housing shortage would occur, If two such crews work in the
same vicinity at one time, a temporary housing shortage could occur
during the summer and winter tour seasons. The recreations users
would encounter a shortage of rooms." and a d d , "
. i n the area.
If two such crews work in the same vicinity at one time a temporary
housing shortage could occur during the summer and winter tourist
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seasons. Consideration will be given to the use of a labor camp
during the largest (employment) stage of work if it occurs with the
summer tourist season. The recreation users would encounter a
shortage of rooms. Also the possible relocation of the Holeb sawmill
complex to Jackman will further burden an already tight housing
market."
38.

Section 3.09.1.6, paragraph 3 , page 3 - 7 7 , line seven: delet e, "The
possibility of two work crews in the Jackman area would place further
demand on services." and a d d , "Capacity for handling additional
school population is limiteB*. The impact on the school system is
considered to be minor because there is little evidence that workers
bring families with them in the best of situations. The isolation
and housing situation will discourage many workers who may consider
doing this. Present development plans indicate that the update of
the waste water treatment system in Jackman will occur prior to
commencement of proposed construction work for the transmission
line. The new system will have sufficient capacity to accommodate
anticipated work crews."

39.

Section 3.09.2, table 3.09-10, page 3-84: add_, under "Types of
Impacts," "Community Concerns," and under Comments, "
Jackman
and Moose River concerned with impacts on tourism housing municipal
services and crimes. Upper Coos residents object to transmission
line through community."

40.

Section 3.12.2.1, paragraph 5 , page 3-101, line two: delete, "
the one severe impact is recorded for the length of route that
crosses the North Branch of the Penobscot River, which is a National
Wild and Scenic River candidate" and a d d , ".
the one severe
impact is recorded for the length of route that crosses the South
Branch of the Penobscot River, which is a National Wild and Scenic
River candidate."

41.

Section 3.12.2.1, paragraph 5 , page 3-101, line eight: delete, "
There is also a high impact where the line crosses Baker
Branch of the St. John River " and add, "
There are also high
impacts where the line crosses Baker Branch and Abacotnetic Stream,
both candidates for the National Wild and Scenic River System."

42.

Section 3.12.2.1, paragraph 9 , page 3 - 1 0 2 , line nine: delete, "
The route crosses the Moose River and Kibby Stream which are
National Wild and Scenic River Study candidates
" and add, "
The route crosses the Moose River, Kibby Stream, and the
Connecticut River, which are National Wild and Scenic River Study
candidates."

43.

Section 3.13.2.1, paragraph 2 , page 3-108, second line: delete, "
generally moderate." and a d d , "
generally high."

44.

Section 3.13.2.1, table 3.13-1, page 3-108, line 11: delete,
"severe
0.1 m i .
0.5%
3.0%
13.2%" and a d d , "severe
0.1 mi
0.5%
3.9 mi
13.2%."
5

45.

Section 3.13.2.3, paragraph 3, page 3-110, line 17:
Cape Horn."

45.

Section 3.13.2.3, paragraph 4, page 3-111, line two:
and near Cape Horn."

47-

Summary, page IX, line 1 1 , delete, "About 138 acres
"About 350 acres
"

48.

Section 3.08.7, paragraph 2 , p. 3 - 4 7 , line 3 9 , delete, "About 138
acres of known .
", and a d d , "About 350 acres of known or
suspected
"

49.

Section 4 . 0 4 , paragraph 10, page 4-7,line two, a d d , after "and
erosion," "construction activities will be scheduled to avoid
sedimentation in high quality trout streams during spawning
seasons."

6

delete, "
delet e, "
" and a d d ,
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